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ABSTRACT This paper introduces PureFed, an innovative Federated Learning (FL) framework designed for
efficiency, collaboration, and trustworthiness. In the background of FL research, it was observed that previous
frameworks often neglected participant privacy, a critical aspect not aligned with the core FL concept.
Additionally, there was room for improving the efficiency of existing frameworks. PureFed addresses these
shortcomings by offering participants the flexibility to initiate FL tasks or join existing ones without sharing
any private data and removing unnecessary actions that led to an inefficient system. Leveraging blockchain
technology, it employs smart contracts to ensure traceability and immutability, enhancing the security
of the framework. Additionally, PureFed employs symmetric key encryption and dual digital signature
mechanisms using ECDSA to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of sharedmodels. To expeditemodel
convergence, PureFed incorporates a dynamic aggregation scheme, selecting the most suitable model from
three distinct techniques: FedAvg, accuracy-based, and loss-based. Furthermore, the framework introduces
a dynamic incentive and punishment mechanism to incentivize collaboration and maintain trust. Extensive
performance evaluations reveal PureFed’s significant advantages. It outperforms its counterparts by 63.39%
and 67.72% in terms of smart contract deployment and interaction gas costs, respectively. Lastly, scalability
analyses indicate PureFed’s ability to adapt efficiently, achieving target accuracy in fewer rounds.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, collaborative federated learning, incentive mechanism, smart contracts,
trustworthiness.

I. INTRODUCTION
Massive data transfers between various devices have
prompted industries to harness vast amounts of information,
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transforming it to develop intelligent systems capable of
learning and making precise decisions based on the provided
data [1]. This process enhances overall system performance,
efficiency, and capabilities. These intelligent systems are
often associated with Artificial Intelligence (AI), which
mimics the concept of human cells in processing information
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and producing outputs [2]. AI can effectively determine
various conditions based on the training data used to
build the model. Typically, larger datasets result in more
robust models with better performance compared to models
trained with limited data [3]. Despite the significant volume
of data transferred between devices, entities capable of
collecting this information are limited. As a result, the
data becomes extremely valuable and cannot be shared to
protect user privacy or for the sake of industry or individual
profits [4].

Traditional AI models are typically trained in a centralized
manner, where all information from numerous participants is
stored on a single central server. This server then conducts
training based on the gathered data. After the training is
completed, the model parameters are sent to all participants.
However, this approach is inefficient, as some entities
have concerns about sharing their private information [5].
To address this issue, Federated Learning (FL) has been
introduced to train models in a distributed manner [6].
FL requires participants to perform local training using
their own computing resources without sending any sensitive
information to the server. This approach ensures user data
privacy and reduces communication costs.

FL supports decentralized learning, preserving user pri-
vacy and reducing communication overhead. It has found
applications in environment-specific scenarios aimed at
improving system performance. This improvement encom-
passes aspects such as model training and distribution
across multiple devices. For example, in vehicular net-
works, FL can be employed to detect misbehavior in
intelligent transportation systems, helping to combat Sybil
attackers [7]. In terms of smart additive manufacturing,
FL can be employed to enhance fault detection accuracy
through collaboration among multiple manufacturers. Each
manufacturer can train the model using their data without
sharing the actual dataset with the FL server. In our
previous work, we introduced hierarchical federated transfer
learning (HFTL) to enhance the efficiency of the FL sys-
tem [8]. Similarly, for medical purposes, FL can be utilized
to perform distributed training across different hospitals
without sharing hospital or patients’ private information.
This approach is effective for continuously improving
model performance, such as determining COVID-19 disease
based on a patient’s lung condition or any other medical
image [9].

In terms of data sharing permissions, FL can be categorized
into two techniques: silo and cross-silo. Most FL systems
operate under the silo mechanism due to data privacy
concerns. In silo FL, participants’ data is exclusively used to
train their local models without sharing their data. In contrast,
in cross-silo FL, data can be forwarded to the FL server
to enable collective learning and create a more accurate
global model [10]. In this paper, we focus on silo FL
to ensure the security of participants’ data. On one hand,
silo FL has been optimized for specific use cases and
environments, as previously described, to achieve faster

model convergence among all participants. Typically, silo FL
participants are determined before the FL process begins. Not
every individual or organization can join the FL process since
collaborative learning is designed to be private. On the other
hand, limiting the number of silo FL participants might lead
to longer convergence times, especially if the data distribution
among participants is non-independent and not identically
distributed (non-IID) [11].
Furthermore, the current FL framework tasks are initiated

by the aggregator, which is the FL server, to perform specific
tasks. This restricts FL participants from initiating tasks,
limiting participation, reducing innovation, and ultimately
inhibiting experimentation that could lead to novel solutions.
Moreover, anyone should have the ability to initiate and par-
ticipate in collaborative learning, with the system responsible
for ensuring that participants meet the requirements such as
dataset availability, computing power, or reputation. Based on
these conditions, a framework that allows for task creation
and participation by any individual is required. The system
should permit anyone to start FL tasks without limitations.
While a marketplace for collaborative AI model training has
been discussed previously [12], the design and requirements
of the existing system do not align with the FL concept,
as the dataset is shared among participants. Additionally, the
communication overhead increases as the total number of
participants grows.

Therefore, a FL framework that supports collaborative
learning for any individual is needed. It should not only
support traditional FL processes but also ensure that every
FL process is executed efficiently and recorded accurately for
the sake of trustworthiness. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work that considers the collaborative FL process,
allowing anyone to join distributed training using blockchain
networks and smart contract to ensure the trustworthiness
of the framework. The major contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
1) We propose an efficient, collaborative, and trustworthy

FL framework named PureFed, which acts as a market-
place for distributed AI model training. PureFed allows
any individual to create a task or participate in existing
tasks. The framework utilizes blockchain technology
due to its immutability, which is accessed via a smart
contract to ensure the trustworthiness of all participants
by recording every action performed in the FL process.
The proposed PureFed framework consists of: (i) Task
Publisher, (ii) Task Allocator, (iii) Task Validator, and
(iv) Decision Controller.

2) We have designed a task allocator that adaptively assigns
a participant as a worker and validator for specific
tasks. The task allocator takes into account participants’
reputations and the size of their datasets.

3) We have developed a secure model parameter transfer
method between all participants and the FL server using
a dual signature mechanism. Initially, the Advanced
Encryption System (AES) symmetric keys of all partic-
ipants are stored in the blockchain network. Then, the
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Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
is used to sign the encrypted model parameters before
they are stored in the blockchain network. The second
signature is added by the validator if the worker model
is validated.

4) We have designed a dynamic aggregation scheme
that assesses the validated model using three distinct
conditions in each federation round: the traditional
approach, average accuracy, and average loss. This
approach ensures the performance of the new global
model.

5) We propose a dynamic incentive mechanism to attract
additional participants to join the PureFed framework.
The incentive mechanism is determined based on each
participant’s contribution for each federation round.
Additionally, a punishment mechanism is addressed
to prevent participants from providing malicious or
fake parameters that could affect the global model
aggregation.

6) We conducted an extensive performance evaluation of
the PureFed framework, considering accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, and F1-score, using different aggregation
techniques and varying numbers of participants with
non-IID data distribution. Furthermore, we discuss the
impact of malicious participants and provide insights
into blockchain-related metrics such as gas cost and
transaction time.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows.
Section II describes previous work in FL optimization and
AI-based collaboration frameworks. Section III provides a
detailed overview of the proposed PureFed system, including
dual signature mechanisms, dynamic parameter aggrega-
tion schemes, and reputation mechanisms. In Section IV,
we discuss simulation scenarios and performance evaluation.
Finally, Section V concludes this work and outlines future
research directions.

II. RELATED WORK
Generally speaking, an FL system can be regarded as a
collaborative learning process involving participants and
the FL server, aiming to achieve improved model perfor-
mance. However, many FL systems have been traditionally
designed for close collaboration, which can limit their
potential for broader applications. This section delves into
the state-of-the-art in FL optimization, followed by an
exploration of collaborative FL that leverages the blockchain
network.

A. FEDERATED LEARNING OPTIMIZATION
Originating from the first FL system introduced by
McMahan et al. in [6], the adoption of FL has spread
widely. Optimization for FL can be categorized into
several aspects, including client selection, aggregation
techniques, and security enhancements. In our previous
work [13], we introduced a client selection mechanism that

selects the best-performing model among all participants,
resulting in faster convergence times compared to traditional
client selection methods. Regarding aggregation techniques,
Zhao et al. introduced a secure and efficient aggregation
method designed to handle byzantine failures. They also
proposed a sampling method to strike a balance between
efficiency and performance [14]. Additionally, different
model aggregation methods have been explored, including
layer-wise approaches [15] and considering the contributions
of FL participants [16].

In terms of security enhancements, the adoption of
differential privacy and blockchain technology has led to
more secure FL systems. For instance, authors in [17]
introduced differential privacy in FL for medical image
analysis by adding Gaussian noise to the parameters before
forwarding them to the FL server. Furthermore, research
has investigated the performance trade-offs when utilizing
local differential privacy, taking into account factors such as
privacy, utility, and communication [18]. Lastly, the use of
blockchain for FL was covered in our previous work, which
employed a layer 2 network to achieve faster transaction
speeds compared to blockchain layer 1 networks [19].

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED FL COLLABORATION
As an advancement in security mechanisms, blockchain has
been adopted to enhance the security of the FL process by
uploading model parameters to the blockchain instead of
forwarding them directly to the FL server [20]. For example,
ChainFL proposed a mechanism to store model parameters
in an Ethereum-based blockchain via smart contracts. The
presented results show that the FL approach may reduce
model performance as the dataset is divided among multiple
participants, compared to centralized model learning [21].
Despite the trade-off in accuracy, the preservation of
participant data remains a major concern in FL systems.
FL can also be categorized into two types based on the
aggregation process: synchronous and asynchronous. The
authors in [22] introduce a technique to dynamically adjust
the FL system based on local model and global model
conditions.

Furthermore, the traceability and immutability of
blockchain ensure that every FL process is recorded in
an auditable manner. For instance, FLChain introduced an
auditable FL system with trust and incentives. Trustwor-
thy participants are rewarded, while malicious ones are
punished [23]. Another work by Kim et al. introduces a
blockchain-based FL system (BlockFL) that incentivizes
FL participants based on their contributions, which are
determined by the dataset size [24].

Most of the aforementioned studies focused on single
optimization to enhance the FL system. Additionally, the
collaborative framework that allows any individual or orga-
nization to initiate or join the FL system has not been
discussed. The collaboration framework introduced in [12] is
not applicable to preserve participant data privacy, which is an
important aspect in FL. Therefore, a collaborative framework
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FIGURE 1. The general overview of the proposed PureFed framework.

that preserves participant data is needed. Furthermore, the
efficiency of the framework is addressed by the lightweight
smart contract gas costs, while trustworthiness is achieved by
utilizing the properties of the blockchain network.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section covers the conceptualization, overall system
design of PureFed, and security enhancements for encryption
and digital signature to ensure the trustworthiness of the
proposed system, including the proposed incentive and
punishment mechanisms.

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
FL has emerged as a promising paradigm for trainingmachine
learning models across decentralized and heterogeneous
devices. In its current state, FL relies on a central server
to initiate tasks, limiting the true potential of distributed
learning. This limitation hinders the scalability, efficiency,
and innovation potential of FL, particularly when dealing
with diverse participant profiles. We identify two primary
categories of FL participants:

1) HIGH COMPUTING POWER, LIMITED DATA
The first category comprises participants with ample com-
puting power but a scarcity of data for AI model training.
Models trained on such limited datasets tend to exhibit
reduced accuracy when tested in slightly different envi-
ronments, reflecting the narrow scope of their training
data.

2) LIMITED COMPUTING POWER, VAST DATASETS
The second category consists of participants with limited
computing resources but access to extensive datasets. While
these participants may produce more accurate models, the
trade-off is longer training times.

This duality in participant capabilities presents a challenge
in achieving efficient and accurate federated learning out-
comes. A comprehensive framework is required to bridge the
gap between these participant types, fostering collaborative
model training and addressing the trustworthiness of the FL
process. Our objective is to formulate a novel FL framework,
named PureFed that addresses these challenges. We aim
to empower participants to initiate specific tasks within
the FL process, thereby enabling a more distributed and
collaborative approach as illustrated in Fig. 1. Moreover,
we recognize the importance of trustworthiness in FL and
seek to ensure the transparency and security of every event
during training.

In summary, our problem formulation revolves around
the need for an efficient and trustworthy FL framework
that accommodates participants with varying computing
resources and dataset sizes. The framework should enable
broader collaboration while preserving data privacy and
model ownership, ultimately leading to improved FL perfor-
mance and innovation potential.

B. PUREFED FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
The proposed PureFed framework can be divided into four
key components, as illustrated in Fig. 2. These components
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FIGURE 2. PureFed framework design enabling collaborative and trustworthy FL system.

have been designed to facilitate smart contract interactions,
ensuring that every action related to task creation and
participation is recorded on the blockchain network.

1) TASK PUBLISHER
The task publisher is responsible for creating tasks within
the PureFed framework, a feature accessible to any regis-
tered individual. Task creation involves specifying various
parameters, including model parameters and the estimated
reward, which is distributed upon task completion by the task
Owner (O).

2) TASK ALLOCATOR
The task allocator’s role is to assign specific workers and
validators based on the requirements set by the task publisher.
In this research, we explore an adaptive allocation approach,
considering factors such as reputation and dataset sizes to
determine the most suitable participants for each task.

3) TASK VALIDATOR
The task validator is tasked with evaluating the model before
the global aggregation process takes place. Task validator is
performed by a participant that is selected as a validator (V) by
task allocator. Their responsibilities include ensuring that the
worker has stored a valid model and verifying the originality
of the model provided by the worker.

4) DECISION CONTROLLER
The decision controller is responsible for overseeing the
global model aggregation process, utilizing the validated

models provided by V. Following the global model aggrega-
tion, an evaluation process is conducted to assess the overall
model performance and verify whether the predetermined
conditions are satisfied or not.

This division of responsibilities within the PureFed
framework aims to streamline the FL process, enhance
transparency, and ultimately improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of collaborative AI model training.

C. PUREFED SEQUENCE DIAGRAM AND MODULES
To further illustrate the process of the PureFed framework,
Fig. 3 depicts a sequence diagram for the collaborative
and trustworthy FL system utilizing smart contracts and
blockchain networks. There are four modules in PureFed,
as follows:

1) PARTICIPANTS
The first module of PureFed is participants. In general,
participants (P) are any individual who registers to the
PureFed framework and is able to initiate and participate in a
task to train an AImodel. There are three roles of participants.
1) Owner (O) is the one who initiates the FL task and

provides learning information along with reward details.
The task is initiated with the following parameters:

OT (i) = [TN (i),TI (i),TA(i),TR(i),TP(i),TM (i)] . (1)

where OT (i) represent task i initialized by O. TN (i)
denotes the task name, followed by TI (i) as the incentive
or task reward and TA(i) as the target accuracy for
the collaborative learning determined by O. TR(i) is
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FIGURE 3. Sequence diagram of the proposed PureFed framework.

the minimum reputation requirement for P to join the
learning process, where TP(i) is the hyperparameter
configuration and TM (i) is the encrypted and signed
model identifier. It is worth mentioning that the task
owner is recorded automatically in the blockchain
network and utilizes the access control design of smart
contracts.

2) Worker (W) is responsible for performing local training
based on their datasets. The local training process can be
determined as follows:

WModel(w),T (i) = Train(TM (i),TP(i),Wdata(w)). (2)

whereWModel(w),T (i) denotes local model ofW(w) for task
T(i), Wdata(w) represents the local data owned by W(w).
After the training process is completed, W(w) submits
its local model after encrypting it and inserting a digital
signature to prove the originality of the model.

3) Validator (V) is a participant responsible for verifying
each worker model by testing the model performance
and inserting a dual signature mechanism.

Finally, once the output of the FL process fulfills the
predetermined condition, task rewards TI (i) are distributed

accordingly to V and W based on their contributions, which
are calculated for each federation round, whileO receives the
final AI model.

2) BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACT
The second module is blockchain and smart contract,
as shown in Fig. 2. According to the sequence diagram,
there are four main functions in the smart contract developed
for the PureFed framework. It is worth mentioning that
PureFed uses the Ethereum blockchain network with a
Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus mechanism to ensure
fast transaction speed. The task publisher is responsible
for receiving task information from O and forwarding it
to the task allocator and decision controller. Once the
task information is received, the task allocator initiates the
assignment of workers and validators based on the provided
details. This allocation depends on P’ reputations and dataset
sizes.

Initially, P is designated asW if their dataset size surpasses
the predetermined threshold set by O. Once the list of
workers, denoted as W = {1, 2, . . . ,w}, is established,
their reputations are compared. Higher reputation scores
increase the likelihood of a participant becoming V rather
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than W. In cases where two or more workers share the
same reputation, the total number of datasets becomes the
deciding factor in determining which participant becomes V.
Likewise, a larger dataset size increases the chances of being
allocated as a V. The task allocator assignsW and V based on
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Task Allocator

1 Input:Minimum reputation TR(i), Participants List P
2 Output: Set of workers and validatorW ,V

3 Initialize list ofW ,V

4 // Determine Worker (W) //
5 for each p in P do
6 if P(p,R) ≥ TR(i) then
7 W ⇐ P(p)
8 end
9 end

10 // Determine Validator (V) //
11 Perform TimSort W based on reputation
12 for each w in W do
13 if WR(w,i) ≤ WR(w+1,i) then
14 ifWR(w,i) ≤ WR(w+1,i) then
15 V ⇐ W [w+ 1]
16 end
17 else
18 V ⇐ W [w]
19 end
20 end
21 else
22 V ⇐ W [0]
23 break
24 end
25 end
26 Return allocation list ofW ,V

Following the allocation of W and V, local training is
performed by each participant in W. After all training pro-
cesses are reported as completed, V initiates the verification
process by evaluating each model’s performance. If a model
is deemed valid, V inserts a validation signature for the
respective worker. Only models validated by V are selected
for global aggregation by the aggregator.

Subsequently, after the aggregation is completed, the
decision controller checks if the performance of the aggre-
gated model satisfies the predetermined conditions set by
O. The training process concludes if the conditions are
met, and rewards are distributed accordingly to W and V.
However, if the conditions are not satisfied, W performs an
additional federation round, repeating the same process until
the performance results meet the specified requirements.

3) STORAGE
The third element is off-chain data storage. In this
work, we have chosen to utilize the InterPlanetary File

System (IPFS) to store every AI model. IPFS provides a
distributed data-sharing network, identifying content through
cryptographic hashes, which are unique to each piece of
content. We opted for IPFS over the InterPlanetary Name
System (IPNS) due to its immutability. The primary goals
of this work are trustworthiness and ensuring that all
information remains immutable and traceable. As mentioned
earlier, IPFS is employed to store both global and local AI
models for the PureFed framework.

Once a file is uploaded to IPFS, it returns a Content
Identifier (CID) in the form of a hash, referencing the file’s
location on the IPFS network. To enhance security and
privacy, this CID is encrypted before being stored on the
blockchain. This encryption safeguards against data leakage
and ensures that only valid participants can access the model
CID.

4) FL SERVER
The last element is the FL server, which serves as the model
aggregator and evaluator. Initially, the aggregator collects
all validated model CIDs from the blockchain network
and verifies the digital signatures. Once the validation is
completed, the model aggregation is conducted, followed by
model evaluation. The aggregated model is stored in IPFS as
the new global model, while the evaluation results are stored
in the decision controller to determine the next step in the
collaborative learning process.

D. ENCRYPTION AND DUAL SIGNATURE MECHANISMS
To establish secure data transfer between participants in the
PureFed, we employ the following security mechanisms:
(i) We use symmetric key encryption to encrypt and decrypt
AI model parameters. The secret key is generated by O
during the task initialization process and is shared within the
blockchain network via a smart contract. Only valid W are
granted access to the symmetric key for decryption. (ii) We
employ a digital signature mechanism, specifically Elliptic
Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), to verify the
authenticity and integrity of AI models. ECDSA is a cryp-
tographic algorithm based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) designed for digital signatures. It requires an elliptic
curve key pair i.e., private and public keys for operation. The
ECDSA private key is used to generate digital signatures,
while the public key is used to verify signature authen-
ticity. These encryption and dual signature mechanisms
are applied to all participants in PureFed, including the
FL server. Algorithm 2 details the encryption and signing
process, while Algorithm 3 illustrates the data integrity
verification and decryption process to obtain the model
CID.

1) OWNER
Initially, O generates the symmetric key used for encryption.
This key is employed to encrypt the model CID obtained
from IPFS. The encrypted model CID is then signed using
the ECDSA private key to obtain the digital signature.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for Encryption and Signing

1 Input:Model CIDM(cid), Symmetric Key κ , Private
Key kprivate

2 Output: Encrypted and Signed Model TM

3 cm = Encrypt (M(cid), κ)
4 sm = Sign (kprivate, cm)
5 Tm = cm, sm

6 Return encrypted and signed Model TM

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode for Verify and Decryption

1 Input: Encrypted and Signed Model TM , Symmetric
Key κ , Public Key kpublic

2 Output:Model CIDM(cid)

3 cm, sm = Tm
4 ĉm = Verify (kpublic, sm)
5 if cm == ĉm then
6 M(cid) = Decrypt (cm, κ)
7 Return model CIDM(cid)
8 end

Both the encrypted data and the signature, denoted as
TM (i), are stored on the blockchain network via a smart
contract.

2) WORKER
Once allocated as W, the specific task’s symmetric key
becomes visible to W. Each W subsequently decrypts TM (i)
and verifies that the model CID matches the digital signature.
The local training process is then executed to obtain a new
local model, which is subsequently uploaded to IPFS. The
CID is encrypted and signed by each W before being stored
on the blockchain network.

3) VALIDATOR
Similarly, V uses the symmetric key to decrypt the encrypted
model CID and also verifies the W’s digital signature. If the
signature matches the encrypted data, the model is validated.
After validation, V signs the encrypted model CID provided
by W. Subsequently, the smart contract is updated with the
validation results and the V’s signature.

4) AGGREGATOR
As previously described, the FL server aggregates only
validated models that have been verified by V. Before
aggregation, the FL server decrypts the model CID and
verifies both V and the W’s signatures. Following verifi-
cation, the new global model is evaluated and stored on
IPFS. Similarly, the IPFS CID is encrypted and signed
by the FL server before being updated on the blockchain
network.

E. DYNAMIC AGGREGATION SCHEME
In the traditional FL system, the aggregation process involves
combining all the models received by the FL server. Previous
efforts to enhance FL accuracy have been explored in our
prior work [13]. In this study, we take a different approach
to align with a collaborative framework where any individual
can participate in the training process. However, to ensure that
the aggregated model represents the best aggregation results,
we employ a dynamic aggregation scheme. This scheme takes
into account three conditions:

• Traditional. In this condition, every model validated by
V is aggregated to form a new global model without
considering the conditions of the model. To some extent,
despite the dataset and reputation requirements set byO,
the chance of a model becoming an outlier compared to
the others remains high.

• Average Accuracy. In this condition, the FL server only
aggregates models that provide accuracy higher than the
overall accuracy of all W in a specific FL round. The
FL server evaluates each model and then establishes a
threshold value based on the average accuracy.

• Average Loss. Similar to the average accuracy, the last
condition considered in this work is average loss. Instead
of calculating and comparing accuracy, the loss of all
W is examined. Only certain validated models with a
loss lower than the average loss are considered in the
aggregation process.

The proposed dynamic aggregation scheme in PureFed
has the capability to dynamically select the condition that
offers superior model performance for each federation round.
Through this approach, the desired target accuracy set by O
can be attained more rapidly compared to relying solely on a
traditional aggregation scheme.

F. REWARD AND PUNISHMENT MECHANISMS
PureFed is a collaborative FL framework that ensures the
trustworthiness of participants during model training with an
efficient process. To support the framework and incentivize
participation, we have developed a reward mechanism in
this work. The reward is calculated based on participants’
contributions to the global model, which are recorded
after each federation round. The FL server is responsible
for calculating rewards based on the validated model’s
performance when tested with its datasets. The contribution
of each participant is calculated as follows:

Contrib(w, r) =
Acc(w, r)∑W
i=0 Acc(r)

. (3)

The contribution of Ww in round r is determined by the
accuracy generated by Ww in that round divided by the
total accuracy of all participants in round r . Based on these
contributions, the reward for each round is also determined,
with the number of rounds varying based on the task’s
complexity. The reward for each federation round in task i
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FIGURE 4. Dataset distribution for the first 10 clients follows a Non-IID
distribution, divided based on the Dirichlet approach with α = 0.5.

is calculated as follows:

Reward(i) =
R(i)

TI (i) × 0.9 ×W
. (4)

where R is the total number of rounds required to fulfill
predetermined conditions for a task, and TI (i) is the total
reward provided by the task owner. According to Equation 4,
90% of the total reward is distributed among workers W ,
while the remaining 10% is allocated to the validator. Finally,
the reward for each participant collaborating to build the AI
model for task i is given by:

Reward(w, r) = Contrib(w, r) × Reward(i) . (5)

Rewards are distributed to each participant upon task
completion. In addition to rewards, we have also considered
a punishment mechanism to prevent malicious participa-
tion during model training. The punishment is determined
by consecutive negative contributions from a participant.
A contribution is considered negative if the performance
evaluation result falls below the minimum accuracy threshold
for a specific round. The minimum accuracy is calculated as
follows:

MinAccuracy(r) =
Acc (r)
W

×
100
r

. (6)

where Acc (r) is the average accuracy of all participants
in round r , divided by the total number of workers
W and the current round r . Under this condition, if a
worker consistently provides negative contributions in three
consecutive federation rounds, the worker is blacklisted from
participating in the same task, and any positive contributions
made in the previous round for that task are disregarded.
Additionally, the reputation of each participant is updated
after task completion, with positive contributions resulting
in a +1 reputation, while negative contributions lead to a
−1 reputation.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
This section outlines the evaluation of the proposed PureFed
framework. We begin by presenting the simulation settings
used in this study, followed by an exploration of federated
evaluation in a collaborative scenario. We then provide a per-
formance analysis to illustrate the framework’s effectiveness.

TABLE 1. Parameter configurations for simulation work.

Additionally, we discuss the scalability analysis of PureFed
and assess its trustworthiness.

A. SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS
The proposed PureFed framework aims to enable efficient
and trustworthy collaboration for the FL system. To evaluate
the performance of the proposed framework, we vary the
total number of participants joining PureFed, ranging from
10 to 50. Each participant is equipped with a subset of the
MNIST dataset [25], distributed under non-IID conditions.
The MNIST dataset is divided into 50 subsets, with the
allocation of the first 10 illustrated in Fig. 4. The complete set
of parameters used for the simulation is provided in Table 1.
For the sake of simplicity, only one FL job is initialized byO.

Regarding blockchain implementation, we utilize an
Ethereum-based network with a PoA consensus for both
the local and public test networks. The interaction between
Flower and the FL system is implemented using web3
libraries available in the Python language. For the local
blockchain network, we adopt the Ganache library to
create the environment, while Goerli is used for the public
test network. Finally, the Remix integrated development
environment is employed to develop, deploy, and test the
smart contract of PureFed.

Furthermore, to assess the effectiveness of the proposed
PureFed, we employ several performance metrics during
evaluation. First, we calculate the model’s accuracy using
Equation 7. After achieving the desired target accuracy,
we also compute the Precision, Recall, and F1-score using
Equations 8, 9, and 10, respectively.

Accuracy (%) =
Tp + Tn

Tp + Tn + Fn + Fp
× 100 . (7)

Precision (%) =
Tp

Tp + Fp
× 100 . (8)

Recall (%) =
Tp

Tp + Fn
× 100 . (9)

F1 − score (%) =
2 × Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

. (10)
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TABLE 2. Performance of PureFed framework under different aggregation
schemes with 10 workers.

where Tp is the true positive, Tn is the true negative,
followed by Fp and Fn, which are the false positive and
false negative, respectively. In terms of the effectiveness of
blockchain implementation, transaction time and gas fees
were considered. The transaction time is calculated based on
the timestamp difference between the initial interaction with
the smart contract after the transaction hash is obtained.

B. FEDERATED EVALUATION
Initially, the evaluation of the FL carried out in the PureFed
framework is investigated using one task, with 10 workers
and one validator. As detailed previously, the dataset used
for the evaluation is MNIST, which contains 60, 000 images
of handwritten digits. These data are divided into a total of
50 participants using the Dirichlet technique with α = 0.5,
following the non-IID condition. The first 10 participants and
their datasets are selected as the first evaluation scenario. The
evaluation is conducted under different aggregation schemes,
such as FedAvg, accuracy, and loss thresholds, as well as the
dynamic aggregation proposed in this work.

The results detailed in Table 2 show that the traditional FL
aggregation strategy, the FedAvg technique, needs 96 rounds
to achieve an accuracy of 70%. This is not sufficient to cope
with the PureFed framework, which allows any participant
to collaboratively join the FL task in an efficient manner.
The second aggregation method is the accuracy threshold,
which is determined based on the average accuracy. The
results indicate that aggregation based on accuracy requires
78 FL rounds, which is relatively large compared to other
aggregation methods like loss-based and dynamic-based
approaches. The dynamic-based aggregation proposed in this
work requires 43 rounds to achieve 70% accuracy, which is
slightly higher compared to the loss-based aggregation that
only takes 36 rounds. However, it’s worth noting that as the
total number of participants is limited to 10, the effectiveness
of the proposed dynamic aggregation may not be appropriate.

Similar to the FL rounds, the larger the number of rounds
required to train the model, the longer the training time
to achieve 70% accuracy. The loss-based aggregation only
requires 254, 618 ms, followed by dynamic aggregation with
307, 842 ms, accuracy-based and FedAvg with 540, 474 ms
and 786, 594 ms, respectively.

TABLE 3. Gas costs for smart contract deployment and interactions.

TABLE 4. Gas cost comparison between PureFed with state-of-the-art
framework design.

In addition, the model performance in terms of Precision,
Recall, and F1-score is also calculated. We used the lowest
FL round to achieve the target accuracy of 70%, which is
36. The performance of the model using different aggregation
schemes is calculated at round 36. Since the training process
of the other aggregation schemes is not finished by round 36,
the performance of the model is relatively low for FedAvg
and accuracy-based approaches. It is worth noting that the
performance of the dynamic approach is acceptable in round
36 of FL training with an F1-score of 53.47%, whereas the
loss-based approach achieved 70.39%.

C. BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACT EVALUATION
The second evaluation conducted in this work assesses the
efficiency of the proposed smart contract in terms of gas costs
required for deployment and interaction. Table 3 displays
the detailed gas costs necessary for PureFed to facilitate
collaborative FL processes. The gas cost for smart contract
deployment is 3816044 gas. In general, the deployment
cost for smart contracts is relatively high compared to the
interaction cost after the contract has been deployed.

PureFed comprises three different stages: initialization,
the training process (which occurs iteratively based on the
target accuracy condition), and task termination. During
initialization, two processes are required before a task can be
trained. Registration incurs a gas cost of 52982, followed by
publishing a task and allocating a worker and validator, which
require 228049 gas. Once the task is created, the training
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FIGURE 5. Performance comparison of PureFed scalability under various
aggregation schemes to attain a 70% accuracy threshold.

process begins, and the only gas cost incurred by workers is to
modify the blockchain record (e.g., store task completion and
verification results). Functions to retrieve current information
can be performed without any gas cost (e.g., retrieving task
information and validated data). Lastly, after the task achieves
the desired accuracy, reward distribution and task termination
are executed. Reward distribution requires 215390 gas,
whereas task termination necessitates 45455 gas.

To provide a better understanding of the efficiency of
the proposed PureFed compared to state-of-the-art designs
in the collaborative market, Table 4 displays a gas cost
comparison between PureFed and existing studies, such
as LM [12]. As observed, from contract deployment to
task initialization, training, and completion, the proposed
PureFed achieves lower gas costs while providing the same
functionality. For instance, a total of 63.39% gas cost
efficiency is achieved from smart contract deployment.
Moreover, PureFed preserves user privacywithout sharing the
owner’s private dataset. PureFed’s efficiency is achieved by
not calculating the incentive mechanism on the blockchain,
as done in LM. Iteratively computing incentives via the
blockchain network is inefficient, so PureFed calculates and
records the incentive on the aggregator side. The reward is
distributed after the learning process is completed, resulting
in higher efficiency.

D. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS
To demonstrate the performance of PureFed in handling
collaborative learning with an increasing number of partic-
ipants, we evaluated five different variations of worker sizes,
each with one task and one validator. Scalability analysis is
performed for both federated and blockchain evaluation.

1) SCALABILITY OF FEDERATED LEARNING
For the federated evaluation, the aggregation schemes were
assessed based on FedAvg, accuracy-based, loss-based, and
dynamic-based methods proposed in the PureFed framework.

FIGURE 6. Performance comparison of PureFed scalability using smart
contracts and IPFS transaction times.

Fig. 5 illustrates these five worker variations with four
aggregation schemes. It is evident that the accuracy-based
aggregation performs the poorest compared to the other
techniques. For example, it takes a total of 170 FL iterations
to achieve 70% accuracy when there are 20 workers, whereas
FedAvg only requires 112 iterations, followed by loss-based
and dynamic-based with 104 and 95 rounds, respectively.

In general, as the number of workers increases, the total
rounds required to achieve the desired accuracy decrease.
However, an increase in the number of workers from 10 to
20 leads to an increase in the total number of rounds required
to achieve 70% accuracy. To the best of our knowledge,
this phenomenon is caused by the dataset distribution among
workers 11 to 20, which is highly unbalanced and affects
the aggregation results, ultimately increasing the number of
rounds. When more than 50% of workers have unbalanced
datasets, the training process takes a longer time.

Despite the impact of data distribution on PureFed’s
performance, the proposed dynamic aggregation technique
demonstrates better performance by reducing the total rounds
required to meet the predetermined accuracy set by the
Owner. For instance, in a task involving 50 workers, dynamic
aggregation only needs 33 rounds to achieve 70% accuracy,
whereas the loss-based method requires 40 rounds, followed
by FedAvg and accuracy-based methods with 48 and
89 rounds, respectively.

2) SCALABILITY OF BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
In the context of blockchain scalability, this work inves-
tigates two conditions related to transaction time. Firstly,
we examine the interaction time for smart contracts in
both private and public blockchain networks. The private
network is established on the Ethereum blockchain, utilizing
Ganache with the PoA consensus algorithm, while the public
network is tested on top of Goerli testnets. Transaction
time is calculated by subtracting the difference between
the timestamp after the transaction is confirmed and the
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TABLE 5. A comparative analysis between the proposed framework and state-of-the-art.

timestamp of the initial interaction. As illustrated in Fig. 6,
the average transaction time in the private network is
significantly better compared to the public network. For
example, with a total of 30 workers, the private network
only takes an average of 2156 ms to interact with the smart
contract, whereas the public network requires 38742 ms.
It is evident that the private network outperforms the
public blockchain network. The private network necessitates
participants to have knowledge of other entities in the
blockchain, making it a closed network. In the context of open
collaboration, as suggested in PureFed, the public network is
more suitable, as transaction mining can be carried out by any
entity. However, if the goal is fast communication and low-
latency networking, the application of PureFed with a private
network is also feasible by configuring additional information
of the network entities.

Secondly, we depict the average transaction time required
for model upload and download to or from the IPFS network,
as shown in Fig. 6. It is worth noting that the IPFS network
utilized in this study is based on Infura IPFS. The results
reveal that model upload requires more time compared to
model download. For instance, with a total of 50 clients, the
average time required for model upload to IPFS is 4468 ms,
whereas model download only takes 1873 ms on average.
The presented results indicate that an increase in the number
of participants for both smart contract and IPFS interactions
leads to higher transaction times.

E. TRUSTWORTHINESS ANALYSIS
This paper focuses on efficient collaboration and trust-
worthiness in the FL system using a blockchain network.
Analyzing the trustworthiness of a system or framework can
be done using several parameters. The proposed PureFed was
assessed using four common approaches and considerations
for evaluating its trustworthiness.

1) SECURITY MEASURES
The first aspect of evaluating the trustworthiness of PureFed
is security measures. This aspect includes encryption and
access control mechanisms to ensure data protection.
Based on this aspect, the PureFed framework satisfies the
requirements. First, PureFed preserves users’ private datasets
without sharing any user data information with the worker or
validator. Second, data transfer between the Owner, Worker,

Validator, and Aggregator is done using symmetric key
encryption followed by dual signature mechanisms powered
by ECDSA. Therefore, sensitive information, in this case,
model parameters, is completely secure.

2) CONSISTENCY
The second aspect is consistency. PureFed is built on top of
smart contracts designed to execute predetermined functions
with given roles and authority. Therefore, PureFed can deliver
a dependable framework to support collaborative learning.

3) TRANSPARENCY
Blockchain networks have become popular due to their
transparency and immutable concept. Any information or
transaction performed on a blockchain network can be traced,
thanks to the block structure of blockchain networks that
allows this traceability. PureFed adopted blockchain to store
any event performed for collaborative learning, such as
task creation, task submission, as well as task completion.
Therefore, the transparency of PureFed is guaranteed.

4) RELIABILITY
Last but not least is reliability. A trustworthy framework
needs to be reliable and fault-tolerant. A framework can
be classified as reliable if it meets the expectations of the
users. In this case, the PureFed framework is designed with a
dynamic aggregation scheme that selects the best-performing
aggregation technique for each federation round. By utilizing
this, the performance expected by the task owner can be
achieved over time.

F. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Based on the presented results in this section, the pro-
posed PureFed can achieve satisfactory performance in
FL evaluation, blockchain, and its scalability, as well as
trustworthiness analysis. To better understand the differences
between the proposed PureFed and state-of-the-art research
in collaborative FL, we present a comparative analysis
between PureFed and previous work. Table 5 provides details
of four different pieces of research related to this work, with
seven different aspects in comparison.

First, in terms of framework type, the proposed framework
is capable of delivering both computing services and
distributed computing, whereas several research projects only
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consider one of them [24], [26], [27]. In the FL process,
an incentive mechanism is crucial to attract collaborative
learning; therefore, a dynamic incentive mechanism that
adapts over time is required. The dynamic incentive mech-
anism is provided in LM [12], which is also considered in
PureFed.

The main difference between PureFed and other works is
in privacy preservation. Most of the frameworks require task
owners to share their information [12], [26], [27], which is
not aligned with the FL concept and also results in larger
communication overhead. In PureFed, the framework ensures
that all participant datasets are secure and not recorded by any
entities in the system. Additionally, existing frameworks only
consider three participants (e.g., owner, worker, validator),
while PureFed considers four, with the addition of the
FL server that calculates incentives every federation round
as well as aggregates the verified model. Lastly, PureFed
also evaluates actual scalability analysis by increasing the
total number of workers participating in a task, whereas
the existing studies did not. It can be said that PureFed
enables collaborative learning with privacy preservation and
reliable performance, as demonstrated by the given scalability
analysis results.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces PureFed as an efficient, collabora-
tive, and trustworthy FL framework. PureFed empowers
participants to initiate FL tasks or participate in others.
It leverages blockchain networks, utilizing smart contracts
with their traceability and immutability. The proposed
PureFed incorporates symmetric key encryption and dual
digital signature mechanisms using ECDSA to ensure the
integrity of the shared model in the framework. To achieve
rapid model convergence, a dynamic aggregation scheme
is designed, selecting the best-aggregated model from three
different techniques: FedAvg, accuracy-based, and loss-
based. Additionally, a dynamic incentive and punishment
mechanism are proposed to attract more collaborators and
ensure the trustworthiness of the PureFed framework.

Based on extensive performance evaluation, the proposed
PureFed framework is 63.39% and 67.72% more efficient
compared to its counterparts in terms of smart contract
deployment and interaction gas costs. Furthermore, the
scalability analysis of PureFed indicates that the proposed
framework can adapt and deliver satisfactory performance,
such as achieving target accuracy in fewer rounds. In a
comparative analysis, PureFed is shown to provide significant
additional features in privacy preservation, a crucial aspect of
FL systems. For future work, investigating the impact of mali-
cious workers and implementing decentralized applications
(dApps) to support the PureFed framework will be explored.
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